Introduction and results {#Sec1}
========================

Wave maps are among the fundamental variational problems in differential geometry. They are defined as critical points of the Dirichlet energy for a map between two manifolds, where one assumes that the domain manifold is Lorentzian and the target manifold is Riemannian. More precisely, let (*M*, *h*) be a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold, (*P*, *G*) a Riemannian manifold and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi :M\rightarrow P$$\end{document}$ a map. Squaring the norm of its differential gives rise to the Dirichlet energy, whose critical points are given by the *wave map equation*, which is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau (\phi )=0$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau (\phi ):=-h^{\alpha \beta }\nabla _{\partial _\alpha }d\phi (\partial _\beta )$$\end{document}$.

The wave map equation is a second-order semilinear hyperbolic system, that is the natural analogue of the harmonic map equation for maps between Riemannian manifolds. Wave maps are also well-studied in the physics literature, they appear as critical points of the *Polyakov action* in bosonic string theory for a string with Lorentzian worldsheet.

There are many articles that study wave maps in the case that the domain is Minkowski space. We cannot give an exhaustive list of the results here, but want to mention the influential works of Klainerman \[[@CR15]\], Tataru \[[@CR26]\], Klainerman and Selberg \[[@CR17]\], Klainerman and Machedon \[[@CR16]\], Tao \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\] and Shatah and Struwe \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\].

There are less articles that consider the case of a domain being a non-flat globally hyperbolic manifold. Here, we want to mention the works of Choquet-Bruhat \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\] for wave maps on Robertson--Walker spacetimes and several recent articles that consider wave maps on non-flat backgrounds \[[@CR11], [@CR14], [@CR18], [@CR20]\]. To obtain an overview on the current status of research on the wave map equation we refer to the recent book \[[@CR12]\].

In modern quantum field theory one considers extensions of the wave map system, one of them being the supersymmetric nonlinear $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$-model \[[@CR1]\]. Recently, there has been a lot of interested in this model from a mathematical perspective. In mathematical terms, the model leads to a geometric variational problem that couples a map between manifolds to spinor fields.

Most of the mathematical research on this model so far is concerned with the case that both manifolds are Riemannian leading to the notion of Dirac-harmonic maps \[[@CR8]\] and Dirac-harmonic map with curvature term \[[@CR4], [@CR7]\], which represent semilinear elliptic problems. At present, many results regarding the geometric and analytic structure of Dirac-harmonic maps and Dirac-harmonic maps with curvature are known \[[@CR5]\], but no existence result for these kind of equations could be achieved.

In case that the domain manifold has a Lorentzian metric the critical points of the supersymmetric nonlinear $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$-model lead to a system of the wave map equation coupled to spinor fields. For this system two existence results are available \[[@CR6], [@CR13]\] for the domain being two-dimensional Minkowski space.

In order to couple the wave map equation to spinor fields we have to recall some concepts from spin geometry on globally hyperbolic manifolds. We have to make the additional assumption that the manifold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$ is spin, which guarantees the existence of the spinor bundle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SM$$\end{document}$. Sections in the spinor bundle are called spinors. Moreover, we fix a spin structure. The spinor bundle is a vector bundle on which we choose a metric connection compatible with the hermitian scalar product denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \cdot ,\cdot \rangle _{S M}$$\end{document}$. On the spinor bundle we have the Clifford multiplication of spinors with tangent vectors, which satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \langle \psi ,X\cdot \xi \rangle _{SM}=\langle X\cdot \psi ,\xi \rangle _{SM} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X\in TM,\psi ,\xi \in \Gamma (SM)$$\end{document}$. In addition, the Clifford relations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} X\cdot Y+Y\cdot X =-2h(X,Y) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$hold for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X,Y\in TM$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h$$\end{document}$ represents the metric on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$.

The natural operator acting on spinors is the *Dirac operator*, which is defined as the composition of applying the covariant derivative first and Clifford multiplication in the second step. More precisely, the Dirac operator acting on spinors is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \not \partial :=h^{\alpha \beta }\partial _\alpha \cdot \nabla _{\partial _\beta }. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The Dirac operator is a linear first order hyperbolic differential operator. For more background on spin geometry on globally hyperbolic manifolds we refer to \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. The Dirac operator itself is anti-self-adjoint with respect to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^2$$\end{document}$-norm. However, the combination $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i\not \partial $$\end{document}$ yields a self-adjoint operator, that is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \int _M\langle i\not \partial \xi ,\psi \rangle \text { }dV_h=\int _M\langle \xi ,i\not \partial \psi \rangle \text { }dV_h. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The square of the Dirac operator satisfies the *Schrödinger--Lichnerowicz* formula$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \not \partial ^2=\Box +\frac{\mathrm {scal}^M}{4}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {scal}^M$$\end{document}$ denotes the scalar curvature of the manifold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\not \partial ^2$$\end{document}$ is a wave-type operator.

In quantum field theory one usually considers spinors that are twisted by some additional vector bundle. Here, we consider the case that the spinor bundle is twisted with the pullback of the tangent bundle from the target manifold. More precisely, we are considering the bundle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SM\otimes \phi ^*TP$$\end{document}$ and sections in this bundle are called *vector spinors*. We obtain a connection on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SM\otimes \phi ^*TP$$\end{document}$ by setting$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \nabla ^{SM\otimes \phi ^*TP}=\nabla ^{SM}\otimes \mathbb {1}^{\phi ^*TP}+\mathbb {1}^{SM}\otimes \nabla ^{\phi ^*TP}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Note that Clifford multiplication on the twisted bundle is defined by acting only on the first factor. This allows us to define the Dirac operator acting on vector spinors as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \not D:=h^{\alpha \beta }\partial _\alpha \cdot \nabla ^{SM\otimes \phi ^*TN}_{\partial _\beta }. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We assume that the connection on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi ^*TP$$\end{document}$ is metric and thus the operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i\not D$$\end{document}$ is also self-adjoint with respect to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^2$$\end{document}$-norm. After these considerations we are ready to present the energy functional for Dirac-wave maps with curvature term$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} S\left( \phi ,{\tilde{\psi }},{\tilde{h}}\right) =\frac{1}{2}\int _{M}\left( |d\phi |^2+\left\langle {\tilde{\psi }},i{\tilde{\not D}}{\tilde{\psi }}\right\rangle -\frac{1}{6}\left\langle {\tilde{\psi }},R^P\left( {\tilde{\psi }},{\tilde{\psi }}\right) {\tilde{\psi }}\right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_{{\tilde{h}}}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In the last term the indices are contracted as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left\langle {\tilde{\psi }},R^P\left( {\tilde{\psi }},{\tilde{\psi }}\right) {\tilde{\psi }}\right\rangle _{SM\otimes \phi ^*TP} =R_{IJKL}\left\langle {\tilde{\psi }}^I,{\tilde{\psi }}^K\right\rangle _{SM}\left\langle {\tilde{\psi }}^J,{\tilde{\psi }}^L\right\rangle _{SM}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which ensures that the energy functional is real-valued. We would like to point out that in the physics literature (see e.g. \[[@CR1]\]) one usually considers Grassmann-valued spinors in the analysis of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). However, we want to use methods from the geometric calculus of variation and due to this reason we are employing standard spinors.

The critical points of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can easily be calculated as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tau (\phi )&=\frac{1}{2}h^{\alpha \beta }R^P\left( {\tilde{\psi }},i\partial _\alpha \cdot {\tilde{\psi }}\right) d\phi (\partial _\beta )-\frac{1}{12}\left\langle \left( \nabla R^P\right) ^\sharp \left( {\tilde{\psi }},{\tilde{\psi }}\right) {\tilde{\psi }},{\tilde{\psi }}\right\rangle , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} i{\tilde{\not D}}{\tilde{\psi }}&=\frac{1}{3}R^P\left( {\tilde{\psi }},{\tilde{\psi }}\right) {\tilde{\psi }}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau (\phi ):=-h^{\alpha \beta }\nabla _{\partial _\alpha }d\phi (\partial _\beta )$$\end{document}$ represents the wave map operator. The solutions of ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) are called *Dirac-wave maps with curvature term*.

We are able to provide the first existence result for the Dirac-wave map with curvature term system which is as follows:

Theorem 1.1 {#FPar1}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{g}_t$$\end{document}$ be a smooth family of complete Riemannian metrics on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(M^n,\tilde{h})=(\mathbb {R}\times \Sigma ,-N^2dt^2+\tilde{g}_t)$$\end{document}$ be a globally hyperbolic Lorentzian spin manifold that satisfies the following condition: There exists a monotonically increasing smooth function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\int _0^\infty s^{-1} dt <\infty $$\end{document}$, such that the conformal metric$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} h=(Ns)^{-2}\tilde{h}=-s^{-2}dt^2+g_t \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$has bounded geometry, the metrics $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$ is the future-directed unit normal of the hypersurfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {I\!I}$$\end{document}$ is their second fundamental form.

Then if in addition, the Riemannian manifold (*P*, *G*) has bounded geometry, there exists for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\phi _0,\phi _1,\psi _0)$$\end{document}$ for the system ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\phi \in C^0\left( [0,\infty ),H^{r+1}(\Sigma ,P)\right) \cap C^1\left( [0,\infty ),H^r(\Sigma ,P)\right) , \\&\psi \in C^0\left( [0,\infty ),H^{r}\left( M,SM\otimes \phi ^*TP\right) \right) \cap C^1\left( [0,\infty ),H^{r-1}\left( M,SM\otimes \phi ^*TP\right) \right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Remark 1.2 {#FPar2}
----------

Under the same assumptions, the proof of Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} also implies global existence of *Dirac-wave maps*, which satisfy an equation slightly simpler than ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). In this case, the second term on the right hand side of ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and the right-hand side of ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) both vanish.

Along the line of Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} we obtain the following result for the wave map equation generalizing the results from \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]:

Theorem 1.3 {#FPar3}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} h=(Ns)^{-2}\tilde{h}=-s^{-2}dt^2+g_t \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$the metrics $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Vert R^{g_t}\Vert _{C^k(g_t)}+\Vert N\Vert _{C^k(g_t)}+\Vert \nabla _{\nu }N\Vert _{C^k(g_t)}+\Vert \mathrm {I\!I}\Vert _{C^k(g_t)}\le C<\infty \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k\in \mathbb {N}$$\end{document}$. Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\nu $$\end{document}$ is the future-directed unit normal of the hypersurfaces $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {I\!I}$$\end{document}$ is their second fundamental form.

Then if in addition, the Riemannian manifold (*P*, *G*) has bounded geometry, there exists for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon >0$$\end{document}$ such that if the initial data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\phi _0,\phi _1)$$\end{document}$ for the wave map equation satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Vert \phi _0\Vert _{H^{r+1}(\tilde{g}_0)}+\Vert \phi _1\Vert _{H^r(\tilde{g}_0)}<\varepsilon , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$the unique wave map with initial data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\in [0,\infty )$$\end{document}$ and satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\phi \in C^0\left( [0,\infty ),H^{r+1}(\Sigma ,P)\right) \cap C^1\left( [0,\infty ),H^r(\Sigma ,P)\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Remark 1.4 {#FPar4}
----------

If we compare the assumptions of Theorems [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [1.3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} we observe that one also has to control the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{0ij0}$$\end{document}$-components of the curvature tensor in the result for Dirac-wave maps with curvature term. This curvature contribution appears when computing the curvature of the spinor bundle. This explains why we have to assume bounded geometry of the Lorentzian manifold in Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} but only bounded geometry of the Riemannian slices in Theorem [1.3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}.

In addition, we also have to demand a decay of the second fundamental form ([1.4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) in Theorem [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} which originates from the choice of a positive definite scalar product on the spinor bundle that is no longer metric.

Remark 1.5 {#FPar5}
----------

It seems that the class of Lorentzian manifolds that we are considering is the appropriate setting that guarantees a nice long-time behavior for solutions of various nonlinear wave equations with small initial data. We therefore think that our approach can be also used to establish existence results for a large class of other second order hyperbolic systems arising in mathematical physics.

Example 1.6 {#FPar6}
-----------

There are many spacetimes that satisfy the assumptions in Theorems [1.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [1.3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}. The simplest class is the class of Robertson--Walker spacetimes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s^{-1}\in L^1([0,\infty ))$$\end{document}$ which already contains the de-Sitter space and the power-law inflation metric. More generally, it is believed that generic future geodesically complete solutions of the Einstein equation with positive cosmological constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda >0$$\end{document}$ satisfy the assumptions of our theorems.

Throughout this article we will employ the following notation: We will use small Greek letters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I~J~K$$\end{document}$ for indices on the Riemannian target. We will denote spatial derivative by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D$$\end{document}$. Moreover, we will make use of the usual summation convention, that is we will always sum over repeated indices.

This article is organized as follows: In the second section we introduce a suitable conformal transformation that we will be using to prove our main results. In the third section we establish the necessary energy estimate which is the key tool to prove the main result.

Conformal Euler--Lagrange equations {#Sec2}
===================================

In the following we calculate how the energy functional ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) transforms under a certain conformal transformation of the metric on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.1 {#FPar7}
---------

If we transform the metric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} {\tilde{\psi }}:=(Ns)^{\frac{1-n}{2}}\psi \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$the energy functional ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) acquires the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} S(\phi ,\psi ,h)=\frac{1}{2}\int _{M}\left( (Ns)^{n-2}|d\phi |^2+\left\langle \psi ,i\not D\psi \right\rangle -(Ns)^{2-n}\frac{1}{6}\left\langle \psi ,R^P(\psi ,\psi )\psi \right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_{h}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar8}
-----

Under a conformal change of the metric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\not D$$\end{document}$ transforms in the same way as the standard Dirac operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Inserting our choice for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left\langle {\tilde{\psi }},i{\tilde{\not D}}{\tilde{\psi }}\right\rangle =(Ns)^{-n}\left\langle \psi ,i\not D\psi \right\rangle , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which completes the proof. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the sake of completeness we calculate the critical points of ([2.1](#Equ8){ref-type=""}).

Lemma 2.2 {#FPar9}
---------

(Critical points) The critical points of ([2.1](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) are given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Box _h\phi&=(n-2)(Ns)^{-1}\nabla _{\nabla (Ns)}\phi -\frac{1}{2}(Ns)^{2-n}h^{\alpha \beta }R^P\left( \psi ,i\partial _\alpha \cdot \psi \right) d\phi (\partial _\beta ) \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{1}{12}(Ns)^{4-2n}\left\langle \left( \nabla R^P\right) ^\sharp (\psi ,\psi )\psi ,\psi \right\rangle , \nonumber \\ i\not D\psi&=(Ns)^{2-n}\frac{1}{3}R^P(\psi ,\psi )\psi . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Box :=-h^{\alpha \beta }\nabla _{\partial _\alpha }d\phi (\partial _\beta )$$\end{document}$ denotes the wave map operator.

Proof {#FPar10}
-----

First, we vary the vector spinors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi :(-\varepsilon ,\varepsilon )\times M\rightarrow SM\otimes \phi ^*TP$$\end{document}$ denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\nabla \psi _\lambda }{\partial \lambda }\big |_{\lambda =0}=\xi $$\end{document}$. We calculate$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\frac{d}{d\lambda }\big |_{\lambda =0}\frac{1}{2}\int _M\left( \left\langle \psi _\lambda ,i\not D\psi _\lambda \right\rangle -(Ns)^{2-n}\frac{1}{6}\left\langle \psi _\lambda ,R^P\left( \psi _\lambda ,\psi _\lambda \right) \psi _\lambda \right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_{h}\\&\quad =\frac{1}{2}\int _M\left( \left\langle \xi ,i\not D\psi \right\rangle +\left\langle \psi ,i\not D\xi \right\rangle -(Ns)^{2-n}\frac{4}{6}\left\langle \xi ,R^P(\psi ,\psi )\psi \right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_{h}\\&\quad =\int _M\left( {\text {Re}}\left\langle \xi ,i\not D\psi \right\rangle -(Ns)^{2-n}\frac{1}{3}\left\langle \xi ,R^P(\psi ,\psi )\psi \right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_{h}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$yielding the equation for the vector spinor.

Afterwards, we keep the vector spinors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\partial \phi _\lambda }{\partial \lambda }\big |_{t=0}=\eta $$\end{document}$. We calculate$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\frac{d}{d\lambda }\big |_{\lambda =0}\frac{1}{2}\int _M(Ns)^{n-2}|d\phi _\lambda |^2\text { }dV_h\\&\quad =\int _M(Ns)^{n-2}\left\langle \nabla \frac{\partial \phi _\lambda }{\partial \lambda },d\phi _\lambda \right\rangle \text { }dV_h\big |_{\lambda =0} \\&\quad =\int _M\left( (Ns)^{n-2}\left\langle \eta ,\Box \phi \right\rangle -(n-2)(Ns)^{n-3}\nabla (Ns)\left\langle \eta ,\nabla \phi \right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_h. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Moreover, we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{d}{d\lambda }&\big |_{\lambda =0}\frac{1}{2}\int _M\left( \left\langle \psi ,i\not D\psi \right\rangle -(Ns)^{2-n}\frac{1}{6}\left\langle \psi ,R^P(\psi ,\psi )\psi \right\rangle \right) \text { }dV_{h} \\&=\frac{1}{2}\int _Mh^{\alpha \beta }\left\langle \psi ,i R^{P}\left( \eta ,d\phi (\partial _\alpha )\right) \partial _\beta \cdot \psi \right\rangle \text { }dV_h\\&\quad +\frac{1}{12}\int _M(Ns)^{2-n}\left\langle \left\langle \left( \nabla R^P\right) ^\sharp (\psi ,\psi )\psi ,\psi \right\rangle ,\eta \right\rangle \text { }dV_h, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where we used the equation for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} h^{\alpha \beta }\left\langle \psi ,i R^{P}\left( \eta ,d\phi (\partial _\alpha )\right) \partial _\beta \cdot \psi \right\rangle =h^{\alpha \beta }\left\langle \eta , R^{P}(\psi ,i\partial _\alpha \cdot \psi )d\phi (\partial _\beta )\right\rangle , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which completes the proof. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We want to turn the system ([2.2](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) into a system of two wave-type equations. To this end we recall the following Weitzenböck formula for the twisted Dirac operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.3 {#FPar11}
---------

The square of the twisted Dirac operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \not D^2=\Box +\frac{\mathrm {scal}^M}{4}+\frac{1}{2}h^{\alpha \gamma }h^{\beta \delta }\partial _\alpha \cdot \partial _\beta \cdot R^P\left( d\phi \left( \partial _\gamma \right) ,d\phi \left( \partial _\delta \right) \right) \psi . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar12}
-----

For a proof the we refer to \[[@CR19], Theorem 8.17\]. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Making use of ([2.3](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) we obtain the following rescaled Euler--Lagrange equations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Box _h\phi&=(n-2)(Ns)^{-1}\nabla _{\nabla (Ns)}\phi -\frac{1}{2}(Ns)^{2-n}h^{\alpha \beta }R^P(\psi ,i\partial _\alpha \cdot \psi )d\phi (\partial _\beta ) \nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{1}{12}(Ns)^{4-2n}\left\langle \left( \nabla R^P\right) ^\sharp (\psi ,\psi )\psi ,\psi \right\rangle , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2.4 {#FPar13}
----------

Note that the system ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) on the manifold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The energy estimate {#Sec3}
===================

In this section we first develop several formulas that are useful in the study of energy estimates for sections in arbitrary vector bundles. Later on, we will apply these techniques to the cases of wave maps and Dirac-wave maps with curvature term.

Energies on general vector bundles {#Sec4}
----------------------------------
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### Lemma 3.1 {#FPar14}

We use the notations from above. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar15}
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### Remark 3.2 {#FPar16}

In the above lemma, the special structure of the metric *h* is essential.
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### Proposition 3.3 {#FPar17}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{d}{dt} E_k(\xi )&=2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\Box \xi ,D^k\nabla _t\xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}+\frac{1}{2}\int _{\Sigma }\left( \left| D^{k+1}\xi \right| ^2-s^2\left| D^k\nabla _t\xi \right| ^2\right) {\text {tr}}_g{\dot{g}}\text { }dV_{g_t}\\&\qquad +2s^2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\xi ,\left[ \nabla _t,D^k\right] \nabla _t\xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}+2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\xi ,\left[ D^*D,D^k\right] \xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}\\&\qquad +2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^{k+1}\xi ,\left[ \nabla _t,D^{k+1}\right] \xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

### Proof {#FPar18}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} 2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^{k+1}\nabla _t\xi ,D^{k+1}\xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}&=2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\xi ,D^*D^{k+1}\xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}\\&= 2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\xi ,D^k D^*D\xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}\\&\quad +2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\xi ,\left[ D^{*}D,D^k\right] \xi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The statement follows by combining both equalities and using ([3.1](#Equ13){ref-type=""}). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to derive energy estimates for the vector spinors we have to take into account the special structure of the scalar product of the spinor bundle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \nabla _te_0=0,\qquad \nabla _ie_0=\frac{1}{2}sg^{jk}\dot{g}_{ik}\partial _{x^j}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Hence, we define the following $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} e_k(\psi )=s^2\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\psi ,e_0\cdot D^k\nabla _t\psi \right\rangle +\left\langle D^{k+1}\psi ,e_0\cdot D^{k+1}\psi \right\rangle , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which is a nonnegative function. In the following we will always employ the positive definite scalar product without mentioning it explicitly. However, since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{d}{dt} E_k(\psi )&=2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\Box \psi , D^k\nabla _t\psi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}+\frac{1}{2}\int _{\Sigma }\left( \left| D^{k+1}\psi \right| ^2-s^2\left| D^k\nabla _t\psi \right| ^2\right) {\text {tr}}_g{\dot{g}}\text { }dV_{g_t}\nonumber \\&\quad +2s^2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\psi ,\left[ \nabla _t,D^k\right] \nabla _t\psi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}+2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^k\nabla _t\psi ,\left[ D^*D,D^k\right] \psi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}\nonumber \\&\quad +2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^{k+1}\psi ,\left[ \nabla _t,D^{k+1}\right] \psi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t} +2\int _{\Sigma }\left\langle D^{k}\psi ,e_0\cdot \left( D^*e_0\right) \cdot D^{k+1}\psi \right\rangle \text { }dV_{g_t}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

### Lemma 3.4 {#FPar19}
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                \begin{document}$$\xi \in \Gamma (T^*\Sigma ^{\otimes k}\otimes V)$$\end{document}$. Then we have the identity$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left( \left[ \nabla _t,D\right] \xi \right) \left( X,X_1,\ldots ,X_k\right)&=R^V_{\partial _t,X}(\xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k))-\frac{1}{2}D_{{\dot{g}}(X)}\xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k)\\&\qquad +\frac{1}{2}\sum _{i=1}^k\xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,D_X{\dot{g}}(X_i),\ldots ,X_k\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

### Proof {#FPar20}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\left( D\left( \nabla _t\xi \right) \right) (X,X_1,\ldots ,X_k)\\&\quad =\nabla ^V_X\left( \left( \nabla _t\xi \right) \left( X_1,\ldots ,X_k\right) \right) -\sum _{i=1}^k\left( \nabla _t\xi \right) (X_1,\ldots ,D_XX_i,\ldots ,X_k)\\&\quad =\nabla ^V_X\left( \nabla ^V_{\partial _t}\left( \xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,X_k\right) \right) -\sum _{i=1}^k\xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,\nabla _{\partial _t}X_i,\ldots ,X_k\right) \right) \\&\quad \quad -\sum _{i=1}^k(\nabla _t\xi )(X_1,\ldots ,D_XX_i,\ldots ,X_k)\\&\quad =\nabla ^V_X\left( \nabla ^V_{\partial _t}(\xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k))\right) -\sum _{i=1}^k\left( D_X\xi \right) \left( X_1,\ldots ,\nabla _{\partial _t}X_i,\ldots X_k\right) \\&\quad \quad -\sum _{i=1}^k\xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,D_X\nabla _{\partial _t}X_i,\ldots X_k\right) -\sum _{\begin{array}{c} i,j=1\\ i\ne j \end{array}}^n \xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,D_XX_i,\ldots ,\nabla _{\partial _t}X_j,\ldots X_k\right) \\&\quad \quad -\sum _{i=1}^k\left( \nabla _t\xi \right) \left( X_1,\ldots ,D_XX_i,\ldots ,X_k\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Summing up, we obtain$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\star $$\end{document}$ to denote various contractions between the objects involved.

We apply the general formula from above in the case where we have a map $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left( \left[ \nabla _t,D\right] \xi \right) (X,X_1,\ldots ,X_k)&=R^P(d\phi (\partial _t),d\phi (X))(\xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k))-\frac{1}{2}D_{{\dot{g}}(X)}\xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k)\\&\quad +\frac{1}{2}\sum _{i=1}^k\xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,D_X{\dot{g}}(X_i),\ldots ,X_k\right) \\&=R^P\left( \nabla _t\phi ,D_X\phi \right) \left( \xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k)\right) -\frac{1}{2}D_{{\dot{g}}(X)}\xi (X_1,\ldots ,X_k)\\&\quad +\frac{1}{2}\sum _{i=1}^k\xi \left( X_1,\ldots ,D_X{\dot{g}}(X_i),\ldots ,X_k\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$By an iteration argument, we find$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3.5 {#FPar21}
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### Proof {#FPar22}
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### Proof {#FPar24}

We prove the first inequality, the second one is shown very similarly. Choose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Energy of the map {#Sec5}
-----------------

We define the *k*th energy density of the map part as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 3.7 {#FPar25}
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### Proof {#FPar26}

Assume for the moment that the initial data is compactly supported such that the solution is spacelike compactly supported. Using the general formula ([3.3](#FPar17){ref-type="sec"}) we find$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Energy of the spinor {#Sec6}
--------------------

We define the *k*th energy density of the spinor part as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 3.8 {#FPar27}
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### Remark 3.9 {#FPar28}

The curvature quantities coming from the spinor bundle above have to be understood as the following sections: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar29}

In order to derive an energy estimate for the spinor we make use of ([3.2](#Equ14){ref-type=""}). As before, we may at first assume that the solution is spacelike compactly supported before we obtain this equality for the general case by an exhaustion procedure. We will also frequently use Lemma [3.6](#FPar23){ref-type="sec"} in this proof. Again, we have to estimate all terms on the right hand side and start by estimating the commutator terms:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 3.10 {#FPar30}
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Energy of the coupled pair {#Sec7}
--------------------------

Before we prove an energy estimate for the coupled pair, we give more geometric interpretations of the terms appearing in the above estimates. At first, recall that the second fundamental form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3.11 {#FPar31}
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### Proof {#FPar32}
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### Proof {#FPar34}
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### Proof of Theorem 1.1 {#FPar35}
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### Proof of Theorem 1.3 {#FPar36}

The proof is as above but we additionally assume that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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